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In the image below you can see an example of how the addon looks like. ESO Addons are also often referred to as ESO mods or Elder Scrolls Online Addons. Here's a look at how settings look:Sometimes you may need to temporarily turn off a mod. Action Duration Reminder The Action Duration Reminder ESO Addon is used by most players these
days. Grim Focus Counter The Grim Focus Counter addon is exclusively for Nightblades, it makes it easier to track the Spectral Bow procs that you can shoot with the Merciless Resolve/ Relentless Focus. This can also become very handy if you are farming materials or gold. Notification Request Submitted Successfully None Windows Steam Mac OS
Xbox Series X|S Xbox One PS5 PS4 Stadia Add-ons are extremely helpful in-game. Keep in mind I did not make many changes to the addons, I changed some LUI things and S’rendarr buff tracker stuff and that is about it. Note: You might have to download this manually, it seems the Minion Addon Manager doesn’t show it anymore because it hasn’t
been updated in a while. I have this activated when I am leveling a new character. For a full guide on how to set up S’rendarr, I do recommed reading the How To S’rendarr ESO Addon Guide. There are various ESO Addons available, some change your user interface, some automate crafting processes, some notify you of enemy mechanics and some
show you locations on the map. Links & SavedVariables Minion Addon Manager I highly recommend using the Minion Addon Manager, it will make managing addons a lot easier. This option is only available from the character screen. In the example below you can see an incoming attack of an enemy Refabricated Sphere. It basically shows timers on
your skill bar and if you weapon swap, you still see the timers running as it shows it above the skill bar. My SavedVariables NOTE: After an update (new dlc or patch), you have to make sure to update all your addons, sometimes they stop working. The Minion manager has a list of all ESO addons. To further showcase you how the user interface looks
with the LUI Extended ESO Addon, you can watch the video example below to get a good idea of your resource bars and the group bars on the left side of the screen. Some can be very simple as you can see in this view of my screen:If you don't feel comfortable extracting directly to the folder on your pc, another common way of doing this is to drag
and drop the files into the folder after extracting them. This will automatically install any ESO addon that you select in the program. Light Attack Helper Light Attack Helper is a tool that helps you track your light attacks, it does this by incrementing a counter each time you actually hit a light attack. NOTE: If you get dependencies on certain addons,
you need to make sure to have all the necessary lib addons. Lib = Library Non Combat ESO Addons First lets take a look at ESO Addons that are used outside of combat. However, these days most players simply use Action Duration Reminder instead of S’rendarr or both. Most players in ESO like to use these addons because they make their life a lot
easier. You can easily find them with the Minion Manager. Combat Addons for ESO Next up we are going to take a look at some handy ESO Addons that you can use in combat. The easiest way to do this is to right-click the file and click extract files.A new window will pop up that will ask for specifics. Map Pins The Map Pins addon is nice if you are
looking for map markers. You are already notified about this answer. Minion will ask you to find the ESO folder, usually it is located under something like this: C:\Users\YOURNAME\Documents\Elder Scrolls Online My SavedVariables Here you can download my SavedVariables file that you can use, it does have the settings I use for some of the
addons. S’rendarr ESO Addon The S’rendarr addon helps you track ability durations. Option 1: Manual Install: Download your chosen addon from ESOUI. If you want to share your DPS with your group members you need to also have Combat Metrics active. A lot of the addons need LIB addons, if you see there is a DEPENDENCY, you want to click on
the addon and see what LIB addons you need. Or one for Overland content, one for Trials and one for Dungeons. DolgubonsLazyWritCreator The Dolgubons Lazy Writ Creator addon is a must have for every crafter. RaidTimer Continued The Raidtimer simply adds a timer to the trial, so you can see for how long you have been in there. Click the dots or
browse button to the right to easily find the directory.Step 3: Activate Add-OnsThe files are easy to activate once you launch the game. Some mods also allow you to choose which stuff to show. While some games have banned add-ons (or mods), others openly embrace the modder community. In order to use them, you will need to unzip them. For
example, in Cyrodiil, you can not use the fast transit system while the ZrMiniMap is running. Be sure to check out all our Guides and Tips. With the Minion Manager you can add LIB addons easily within a few seconds to your addon folder. You can check skyshards, lorebooks, time breaches and many more things with this addon. You can also see a lot
of other things like incoming damage, incoming healing and so on. You can save gear and skills and with one button press they can be swapped. You can either do it manually or via a program called minion. And because the ability duration keeps running as a second bar above your normal skillbar, you also instantly know where the backbar abilities
are located. This is mostly helpful if you haven’t really memorized your skills layout yet. Most players also can’t do without Map Pins, this addon reveals all locations to you, including things like Skyshards, Lorebooks and more. Addon Selector Addon Selector lets you save presets of ESO addons. Instead of logging that character out and back in just to
disable it, ESO has made it easy by showing the add-ons in-game.ESO mods are not very intrusive. Or even worse, you don’t get a pop up while you are fighting enemies. This makes swapping between activities in ESO a lot easier and the addon is very easy to use. There are many great ESO Addons that you can use to make your life easier in the Elder
Scrolls Online. Adding them to the game is very easy, as you will see below.Be sure to check out our Elder Scrolls Online starter guide while you are here.Step 1: Download Add-onsThere are lots of sites dedicated to add-ons. Windows 8 can unzip .rar files.Files need to be placed in the ESO Add-ons directory that can be found in Documents/Elder
Scrolls Online/live/AddOns on your computer. Be sure to put the path to the directory in the extract to or location box. Potion Maker The Potion Maker addon will help you crafting potions and remember what ingredients go where. With this ESO addon you can easily analyze what kind of damage you have done. Bugeater will put the errors that
usually pop up in the middle of your window into the chat, so you don’t get distracted. Windows has a built-in extraction program as long as the file is a .zip. Auto Recharge The Auto Recharge addon allows you to recharge your enchantments or repair your gear, you can set it at a certain percentage, when that percentage of durability is reached it
will automatically recharge/repair the items. Qcell’s Rockgrove Helper For the Rockgrove trial we do recommend using the Qcell’s Rockgrove Helper, which will notify you of a lot of mechanics in the trial. For example you can have a preset for PvE and one for PvP. That way you have an easy way to track your skill duration. Today we are going to take
a look at the most important ESO Addons. Using the menu that comes up when you hit the escape key, you can find all add-on settings here.Some can be moved without loading up these menus. You can also find great addons in the “Must Have Addons List Guide” if you need advice on what addons you should install. ESO Addons List – Top Addons
Now lets take a look at the full list of ESO Addons that Alcast uses. We recommend that you install the Minion Addon Manager, this is an ESO addon manager that can install addons with one click and also keep them all up to date. Chat2Clipboard With Chat2Clipboard you can copy paste things from the chat to somewhere else, this is a very handy
ESO Addon. Or a simple addon like Chat2Clipboard that lets you copy paste messages in the chat box can also be a great addition. FAQ ESO Addons What addons should I get for ESO?Alcast2022-01-11T13:45:35+00:00How do I add addons to ESO?Alcast2022-01-11T13:41:49+00:00There are two options to add addons to ESO (Elder Scrolls Online).
If the folder is saved as a .rar file, you will need to download another program on Windows 7 and earlier. Dressing Room The Dressing Room ESO addon is really nice if you have several different gear and skill setups for one character. Changing the UI to adjust for your playstyle is always great. Code’s Combat Alerts Code’s Combat Alerts provides
notifications and alerts for a selection of PvE mechanics. There are some programs out there that can control the add-ons for you (such as the Curse client). Blackrose Prison Helper The Blackrose Prison Helper addon was created by Andy.s, a member of Hodor, it helps you with a lot of mechanics in Blackrose Prison Arena. Click on it and you can
decide which add-ons to allow.ESO also allows you to customize which add-ons you use based on character. Of course there are plenty more addons available, but these are the most important ones to make your life easier in ESO. Placement of add-ons may not be to your liking so they are movable as well as scalable. Inventory Insight The Inventory
Insight addon can search all your characters for items. However, it still works perfectly. Extract the files to a folder on your desktop Open your ESO addon folder (mine is c:\Users\YOURNAMEPC\Documents\Elder Scrolls Online\live/addons) Copy the file from the folder on your desktop into the addons folder Option 2: Install via Minion A second and
more preferred option is to download the ESO Minion manager. In the character screen, there is a menu to the left side. This only works outside of combat. Bugeater Bugeater is one of the more important ESO addons, it isn’t updated anymore but still gets the job done. Others you will have to unlock using these menus. Hodor Reflexes Hodor Reflexes
is a collection of addons previously exclusively used by Hodor members to improve trial combat alerts. If you want to do crafting writ dailies, which you should because they give a lot of materials, this addon makes it very easy, if you have all the materials, it autocrafts things for you. In there you should find the SavedVariables file.
C:\Users\YOURNAMEPC\Documents\Elder Scrolls Online\live. We often deactivate most of the features to start out with a clean UI and then later on re-activate more of the features if needed. Some sites are dedicated by game and others cover a multitude of games. Elder Scrolls Online is one such game.In ESO, installing and using addons is
completely legal and allowed. The in-game menu only allows you to turn add-ons off and on based on character logged in.Step 4: Change Settings (Optional)The last thing you can do is in-game and that is to change your settings. One of the options is Add-Ons. Once you installed it you need to make sure to login on all your characters and open the
bank and chests inventory, so it can index all your items. These addons will often notify you of enemy attacks or also show your damage or the groups damage, that way you can analyze your combat performance. Combat Metrics ESO Addon Combat Metrics is one of the most important addons to track dps (damage per second). LUI Extended LUI
Extended is the UI (User Interface) addon that we have been using for a long time already, it gives players a very clean UI and is easy to configure. You can download it from ESOUI.Step 2: Extract or Unzip Add-onsAdd-ons come delivered in a zipped file.
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